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1.5M
resumes matching the job title “nurse”1

170K
sources with nursing jobs2

296K
nursing-related searches on Indeed every day3

#1
job site ranked among nursing job seekers4

1 -3  Indeed data; 4EMI on behalf of Indeed N=300

How Indeed works
for hiring nurses



26%
of RNs receive an outreach from a
recruiter several times per week 

Source: EMI on behalf of Indeed N=300



63% 
of RNs say they are satisfied or very 
satisfied with their current job

Source: EMI on behalf of Indeed N=300



Most registered nurses are actively looking for new work

Source: EMI on behalf of Indeed N=300

87%

of RNs have searched 
online job listings in the 

last 12 months

of RNs are
actively looking

for a new job

40%

say they are likely to 
leave their job (voluntarily) 

in the next year

27%



And only 4% of RNs plan to leave their 
job to retire in the next five years

Source: EMI on behalf of Indeed N=300



Why are they searching? 



Nurse-patient ratios are higher than ever and burnout
could be a primary reason for job change 

Source: EMI on behalf of Indeed N=300

58%

of RNs feel overworked in
their current job

of RNs feel team staffing 
levels to be a frustrating 

aspect of their job

43%



Despite high workloads, money is not always a determining factor
when it comes to changing jobs

Source: EMI on behalf of Indeed N=300

96%

of RNs say they have not left a job in
the last year to take another job with

a sign-on bonus



When we think of human 
connection, we think first of family 

and our closest friends



Research shows that connection 
with coworkers and our community 

is also vitally important



78%
Of employees spend more time with co-workers

than they do with their family

Source: “The Effect of Work Relationships on Organizational Culture and Commitment” Report, 2014



Recruiting, more than any other function, is 
built on human connection

#indeedinteractive



96%
of recruiters we surveyed agreed:

“Building connected relationships with candidates is an essential 
part to being a great recruiter.”

Source: Indeed “Survey Monkey” study of Interactive 2017 registrants (n=155)



Empathy

#indeedinteractive
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Shaping and 
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Applying and 
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How do they feel as they go through the journey?



Early on in the job search, candidates 
evaluate how good a fit the role is for their 

qualifications and interests



68%
of Americans consider how well the job description fits their
skills, qualifications and aspirations when deciding whether 

or not to apply to a job

Source: Decipher/FocusVision on behalf of Indeed, n=1,000



As recruiters, the opportunity here is to create job content 
that goes beyond qualifications and requirements

The best career sites and job descriptions humanize our 
companies before the very first conversation with a candidate  



A nursing career on the cutting edge Mount Sinai. Wear the badge of excellence. All day. Every 
Day. You work tirelessly to treat our patients. You build and foster meaningful relationships.
You strike the right balance between empathy and excellence, compassion and professionalism. 

By combining autonomous, passionate caregiving with state-of-the-art technology, you are 
winning awards, advancing patient care and crafting the future of your nursing practice 

in the 21st century. You are a Mount Sinai Nurse.

Write great job descriptions that draw talent
and perform well in search



Write great job descriptions that draw talent
and perform well in search

A nursing career on the cutting edge Mount Sinai. Wear the badge of excellence. All day. Every 
Day. You work tirelessly to treat our patients. You build and foster meaningful relationships. You 
strike the right balance between empathy and excellence, compassion and professionalism. By 

combining autonomous, passionate caregiving with state-of-the-art technology, you are winning 
awards, advancing patient care and crafting the future of your nursing practice in the 21st 

century. You are a Mount Sinai Nurse.



What makes candidates feel connected to a company

A company whose mission / vision resonates with my values and what I believe in 

Personally liking the product or service the company provides

What I have heard or read about how the company treats its employees

The diversity in jobs available at the company

Work that makes me feel like I am having a positive impact on others
39%

41%

46%

58%

65%

Source: Decipher/FocusVision “Confidence Curve” study on behalf of Indeed, 2017 



showing an active interest 
in me and my story

viewing my application 
and reaching out promptly

Once a candidate applies to a job, there are two key actions we 
can take to begin building a trusting relationship

Once you've applied to a job, what actions build your trust in the company?

53%55%

Source: Decipher/FocusVision on behalf of Indeed, n=1,000



#indeedinteractive

Human connection drives trust



What factors help you 
connect with a 
company during the 
interview process? 

How comfortable employees make me 
feel when I interact with them (66%)

How authentic and genuine the people 
I interview with are (61%)

Frequent, meaningful interactions with the 
recruiter and current employees (51%)

Source: Decipher/FocusVision on behalf of Indeed, n=1,000



#indeedinteractive

Trust with candidates is built moment by moment

Candidates continually assess the quality of their interactions with 
the hiring manager and everyone else they meet to determine if 

yours is a community they want to join



5 Ideas 
for a more human candidate experience



01 
Help your current employees build the right 

community for their future colleagues



“For a community to be whole and 
healthy, it must be based on people's 
love and concern for each other.”

Millard Fuller
Founder, Habitat for Humanity



Today’s candidates, first and foremost, 
will optimize for happiness

#indeedinteractive



8/10
People say they would turn down a big salary increase
if it meant working with people or in an environment 

they didn’t like

Source: Association of Accounting Technicians, 2014 (n=2000)



In the age of employer 
reviews, candidates can 
quickly see how companies 
treat employees

#indeedinteractive

v



v

And the voice of employees 
has never been louder

In 2018, job seekers visited an Indeed 
Company Page to research a company 
more than one and a half billion times

Today, there are more than 180 million 
employee ratings and reviews on Indeed

Employer ratings are shown 
with search results

Source: Indeed Data (Worldwide)



Source: Lucid on behalf of Indeed N=500

97%
of healthcare job seekers are researching 

a company during their application process



RNs are 3-4X more likely to apply to a position
if a company has positive reviews

Source: EMI on behalf of Indeed N=300



Even if the job is great and the hiring process positive, 
candidates say hearing negative things about the company 
from their peers is the #1 factor that would deter them from 

accepting an offer from your company

#indeedinteractive Source: Decipher/FocusVision on behalf of Indeed, n=1,000



And the damage goes beyond just lost hires



41%
of job seekers who give their overall candidate experience 

a 1-star rating say they will definitely take their alliances, 
product purchases and relationships somewhere else

Source: The Talent Board “North American Candidate Experience Study,” 2016 



How do companies foster community 
and connection? 

#indeedinteractive



PNC Bank staffers are given 40 hours of paid 
time off each year to volunteer with peers in 

community initiatives



Dell now encourages all managers to volunteer 
with their teams after internal research showed that 
coworker community volunteering was one of the 
four strongest drivers of employee engagement



02
Respond to candidates as if they are

your most important customers



If your application process is longer than 
15 minutes, you are losing a significant 

portion of your candidate pipeline



Average time to apply for a job at one of the 
top 10 healthcare companies

17 minutes

Source: Indeed data



If candidates can’t apply to your jobs, they won’t



Source: Seven Step RPO

30%

of candidates won’t spend
more than 15 min

57%

of candidates earning $100K won't 
spend more than 15 min

The longer it takes to complete an application, the more 
applicants you will lose



What percentage of companies respond 
to job applications within one day?

#indeedinteractive



of employers say they respond to job applications
within one day

9% 

Source: Decipher/FocusVision on behalf of Indeed, n=600



And only 4% of job seekers say that they hear back
from companies within one day

4% 37% 44%

One day Within one week Within a couple
weeks

15%
Months

Source: Decipher/FocusVision on behalf of Indeed, n=500



Not surprisingly, candidates tell 
us that a slow response is one of 
the most dehumanizing aspects 
of the hiring process

Once you've applied to a job at a company, 
which of the following actions undermine trust?

55%

35%

#1 - You don't hear back from the 
recruiter and/or others after the 
interview for a week or longer

#3 - The company recruiter and 
others you interact with don't show 
much interest in you as a person

#2 - The company takes awhile 
to get back to you after receiving your 
application

Source: Decipher/FocusVision on behalf of Indeed, n=346



When employers fail to respond to candidates 
promptly, they destroy their employer brand 

and shrink their future talent pool

#indeedinteractive



“I applied for a job at a large technology company 
that I thought I was perfect for. I didn’t hear back, 
so I figured they didn’t think I was a good fit for 
them. I didn’t apply again at the company for five 
years. My take is that, if an employer doesn’t notice 
me when I first apply, I’d rather focus my attention 
on a different company.”

Indeed Job Seeker Interview



44%
of job seekers who don’t receive a response from an employer 

after applying for a job adopt an unfavorable view of the company

#indeedinteractive Source: ERE, “Stop Fooling with Candidates and Respond to Their Applications,” 2013 



“80% of all candidates said they’d pass on other 
relevant openings at a company that failed to 

notify them about their job status.”

Future Workplace / 
Career Arc candidate experience study 

Source: Future Workplace / Career Arc, “The Candidate Experience Study,” 2016 (n=826)



…and they talk about it with their friends and family

81%

Candidates share their positive recruiting 

experiences with their inner circles more 

than 81% of the time.

66%

Candidates share their negative recruiting 

experiences with their inner circles 66% of 

the time.

Source: The Talent Board “North American Candidate Experience Research Report,” 2016 



The problem isn’t just with job applications—many 
companies also struggle to communicate with 
candidates at the end of the interview process

#indeedinteractive



51% of successful
candidates noted more
than one week elapsed 
between their final
interview and receiving
an offer

More than 4 weeks

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2 weeks

Less than 1 week

3 weeks

4 weeks

0%Source: The Talent Board  ”North American Candidate Experience Study,” 2016



What do great companies do?

#indeedinteractive



Staples provides an 
overview of the application 
process and sets clear 
expectations for follow-up

v

#indeedinteractive



Nabisco responds to every resume it receives, solicited and unsolicited
Why respond to every resume when that’s clearly not necessary?

“Because — everyone eats cookies.”

Nabisco HR Manager 



03
Let recruiters be advocates for talent



Recruiters have an opportunity to be forceful defenders
of talent, building connection and trust while helping 

top talent to shine in the interview process



84%
of candidates who reported receiving detailed 
information prior to the interview, but were not 

selected to move forward in the process, gave the 
experience a minimum of 3 stars on a 4-star scale

#indeedinteractive Source: Indeed Candidate Experience Study (Data as of April 2017)



33%
Yet, 33% of candidates report receiving no interview 

preparation or communication at all

#indeedinteractive Source: The Talent Board “North American Candidate Experience Study,” 2016 



04
Design your recruiting process to maximize the 

chance of authentic human connection



“People want to know they matter and they 
wanted to be treated as people. That’s the 

new talent contract.”

Pamela Stroko, Vice President
HCM Transformation & Thought Leadership

Oracle Corporation 



A human hiring experience starts before a 
candidate meets the first employee

#indeedinteractive



Job descriptions (duties, skills, requirements) 63%

Salary ranges/compensation structure 35%

Benefit details 31%

Career path examples 21%

Successful candidate profile for the job 21%

What candidates want from job-related content

Source: The Talent Board “North American Candidate Experience Research Report,” 2016 



v

The LEGO Group features 
everyone from Master 
Molders to marketing 
managers to retail 
salespeople in scrappy 
videos on their career site



v

Zappos makes it easy for 
“Zappos Insiders” to dive 
deep into the profiles of 
current employees



v

Airbnb trains hiring teams 
to foster its candidate-centric 
culture (and recognizes 
employees who go the extra 
mile for a candidate)



05
Use data to relentlessly optimize for human connection 



#indeedinteractive

The only way to build a truly human 
candidate experience is to measure how 
candidates respond to the people and 

activities in your recruiting process 



#indeedinteractive

Data shows us that perceptions of 
candidate experience have an 

incredible impact on our ability to 
attract top talent



#indeedinteractive

Yet, many companies don’t fully measure 
the impact of their hiring processes on 

the people they are trying to recruit



How likely are you to 
apply again in the future 
to this company?
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Source: The Talent Board “North American Candidate Experience Study,” 2016 



88%
of candidates who reported a “poor” 1-star experience 
were never asked for feedback on the interview process

Source: The Talent Board “North American Candidate Experience Study,” 2016 



Security software company 
Rapid 7 surveys each candidate, 
sometimes following up with them 
one-on-one, and reviews the 
results at least once a quarter

Candidate Survey

How friendly was the receptionist?

I instantly felt comfortable; goodbye 
to interview jitters

Moderately friendly – A hello with a 
smile. It was sufficient.

Slightly to not at all friendly – It was 
more like a grunt than a hello.

Worst case scenario, 
no acknowledgement

#indeedinteractive



What impact can these 5 actions have?



Build real community in our companies

Respond to candidates as if they are our most important customers

Let recruiters be advocates for talent

Maximize the chance of authentic human connection in our recruiting 
processes

Use data to optimize for human connection 

5 ideas for a more human candidate experience

01

02

03

04

05



Gather insights 
at low cost

Gather input from candidates going 

through the hiring journey

Apply to your own jobs to uncover what 

can be improved

Audit existing communications for tone (offer 

letters, thank you letters, interview prep)

Review data and analytics on candidate 

drop off



“Employees who believe that management is 

concerned about them as a whole person—not just 

an employee—are more productive, more satisfied, 

more fulfilled. Satisfied employees mean satisfied 

customers, which leads to profitability.”

Anne Mulcahy
Former CEO of Xerox

#indeedinteractive



78%
of employees spend more time with coworkers

than they do with their family

Source: “The Effect of Work Relationships on Organizational Culture and Commitment” Report, 2014
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